In this paper, we give bounds on the variance of the number of points of the Circular and the Gaussian β Ensemble in arcs of the unit circle or intervals of the real line. These bounds are logarithmic with respect to the renormalized length of these sets, which is expected to be optimal up to a multiplicative constant depending only on β.
Introduction
In the present article, the two following ensembles are considered:
• The Circular β Ensemble, which consists in a set of n random points λ 1 , . . . , λ n on the unit circle, whose joint distribution has a density of the form Z −1 n,β 1≤j<k≤n |λ j − λ k | β with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the n-th power of the unit circle.
• The Gaussian β Ensemble, for which the points are on the real line, with density of the form These ensembles are defined for all positive values of β, and they correspond to the law of the spectrum of random matrices. For β ∈ {1, 2, 4}, we get the spectrum of the Circular Orthogonal (β = 1), Unitary (β = 2) and Symplectic (β = 4) Ensembles, and the Gaussian Orthogonal,
Unitary and Symplectic Ensembles, respectively. For general β, some matrix ensembles have been constructed by Dumitriu and Edelman [DE02] (see also Trotter [Tro84] ) in the Gaussian case, and by Killip and Nenciu [KN04] in the Circular case.
In this article, we study the fluctuations of the distribution of the number of points lying in a given arc (in the Circular case) or a given interval (in the Gaussian case). These fluctuations have been first studied in the particular cases β ∈ {1, 2, 4}, where the correlation functions of the point processes are explicitly given by exact determinantal or Pfaffian formulas. In [CL95] , Costin and Lebowitz have proven that the number of eigenvalues of the Gaussian Orthogonal, Circular or Symplectic Ensemble in an interval has Gaussian asymptotic fluctuations when the average number of points tends to infinity with the dimension, the variance being logarithmic with respect to the mean. This result has been extended to more general determinantal point processes by Soshnikov in [Sos00] and [Sos02] , and to more general linear statistics of the eigenvalues: if the test function of the linear stastistics is sufficiently smooth, we can get central limit theorems without normalization, which is unusual in probability theory. This case occurs in particular when we consider smooth linear statistics of the Circular Unitary Ensemble, as in Diaconis and Shahshahani [DS94] , and in Diaconis and Evans [DE01] . Moreover, a central limit theorem has been proven by Gustavsson [Gus05] , for the joint distribution of the position of finitely many individual eigenvalues of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble.
The case of general β has been studied later than the case β ∈ {1, 2, 4}, and it is much more difficult because no convenient formulas are known for the correlation functions of the point processes. For the Circular β Ensemble, Killip [Kil08] has proven a central limit theorem for the number of points in given arcs, the variance being logarithmic in the dimension, and another central limit theorem, with no normalization, has been obtained by Jiang and Matsumoto [JM15] for smooth linear statistics. For the Gaussian β Ensemble and some of its generalizations, central limit theorems have been obtained for smooth linear statistics, for example by Johansson [Joh98] , by Shcherbina [Shc13] , or by Bekerman, Leblé and Serfaty [BLS18] . Rigidity and a mesoscopic central limit theorem has also been obtained for the Dyson Brownian motion in a paper by Huang and Landon [HL18] .
However, it seems that similar results are not known for the number of points of the Gaussian β Ensembles lying in a given interval. In the present paper, we prove a bound on the variance of the number of points in intervals, for both the Circular β Ensemble and the Gaussian β Ensemble.
Our result does not provide a central limit theorem, in particular, it does not imply the result by Killip [Kil08] . However, our bound is unconditionally available for all intervals and all values of n: it covers microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic scales and it does not need that we take a limit when n goes to infinity. If we rescale the interval or the arc in such a way that the average spacing between the points has order 1, then the bound we get is logarithmic in the length of the interval we consider, which we expect to be optimal up to a multiplicative constant depending only on β. Moreover, we deduce similar bounds for the scaling limit of the Circular and the Gaussian β Ensemble, called the Sine β point process and introduced by Killip and Stoiciu in [KS09] in the Circular case, and by Valkó and Virág [VV09] in the Gaussian case. Our proof uses the same tools as these two last articles: the theory of the Orthogonal Polynomials on the Unit Circle in the Circular case, the tridiagonal random matrix model by Dumitriu and Edelman and a discrete version of the Brownian carousel in the Gaussian case.
Our estimates related to the Circular β Ensemble and the Sine β process are proven in Section 2, whereas the estimates for the Gaussian β Ensemble are proven in Section 3. Notice that the Gaussian case is much more difficult to handle than the Circular case.
2 Estimates for the Circular Beta Ensemble and the Sine β process
Here, we define the Sine β point process as the limit in law of the set of arguments of the points of the Circular β Ensemble, multiplied by n. This limit in law has been proven to exist by Killip and Stoiciu [KS09] : it is also a scaling limit for the Gaussian β Ensemble, as proven by Valkó and Virag in [VV09] . The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 1. The number of points of the Circular β Ensemble of order n in an arc I of the unit circle has a variance bounded by C β log(2 + n|I|), |I| being the length of the arc and C β > 0 depending only on β. Moreover, the variance of the number of points of the Sine β process in an interval I is bounded by C β log(2 + |I|).
Proof. In our proof of the theorem, we start with the following result, which has been proven in [KS09] , by using the theory of the Orthogonal Polynomials on the Unit Circle.
Lemma 2. Let (γ (n) j ) 0≤j≤n−2 be random variables on the unit disc, whose density with respect to the uniform probability measure is (β/2)(n − j − 1)(1 − |γ (n) j | 2 ) (β/2)(n−j−1)−1 , and let η be a uniform variable on [0, 2π), independent of (γ (n) j ) 0≤j≤n−2 . We define the so-called Prüfer phases
.
Then, the random set
has the same law as the set of all determinations of the arguments of the n points of a Circular β
Ensemble.
In order to prove the first part of the theorem, it is enough (using rotational invariance of the Circular β Ensemble) to bound the variance of the number of points in the arc between 1 and e ix/n by C β log(2 + x) for all x ∈ [0, 2πn).
Since ψ (n) n−1 (0) = 0, the lemma implies that the number of points z ∈ [0, x] such that e iz/n is in a given Circular Beta Ensemble with n points has the same law as the sum of ψ (n) n−1 (x/n)/2π and a random variable in [−1, 1] which depends on the value of η. Hence, it is sufficient to show the estimate:
the implicit constant depending only on β.
In order to prove this bound, we define, for θ, a ∈ R, (ψ (n) k (θ, a)) 0≤k≤n−1 as the sequence satisfying the same recursion as (ψ (n) k (θ)) 0≤k≤n−1 , and such that ψ (n) 0 (θ) = θ + a. Since for any γ in the unit disc,
is increasing, we deduce that ψ (n) k (θ, a) is increasing with respect to θ and a. Moreover, the average of the function z → log 1 − z 1 − ze iψ on any circle with center 0 and radius strictly smaller than 1 is equal to zero, since the function is holomorphic on the unit disc. Hence, (ψ (n) k (θ, a) − kθ) 0≤k≤n−1 is a martingale for any θ and a. Moreover, from the distribution of the variables (γ (n) k ) n≥1,0≤k≤n−2 , depending only on n − k, we deduce that for 0 ≤ k 1 ≤ k 2 ≤ n − 1, and conditionally on (ψ
. We then prove the following lemma:
Proof. One knows that ψ
k (0, 0) = 0, and then by Markov's inequality and the fact that (ψ
It is easy to check that the increments of (ψ (n) j (θ, 0)) 0≤j≤n−1 are bounded by 2π + 1/n ≤ 4π, which implies that ψ (n) T (θ, 0) ≤ π(6ℓ + 4). Moreover, conditionally on T = k 0 and ψ
Hence,
In the last equality, we have used the general fact that:
for all n ≥ 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, a ∈ R. We then deduce:
and by induction,
Now, let 2πℓ 1 be the smallest multiple of 2π which is larger than or equal to a, and let 6πℓ 2 be the largest multiple of 6π which is smaller than or equal to b − 2π: in particular, 6πℓ 2 ≥ b − 8π. One deduces the lemma, as follows:
A consequence of the exponential tail of the distribution of ψ
is a uniform bound on its variance:
Proof. Since θ > 0, we deduce that ψ (n) k (θ, a) is larger than any multiple of 2π which is smaller than a, and then larger than a − 2π. Hence
Now, let us go back to the proof of the theorem, and let us define k as the infimum of n − 1 and n − ⌊n/(1 + x)⌋: in particular, 0
and then x/n ≤ 1/(n − k). Hence, by the previous lemma, E[(ψ
are uniformly bounded. Hence, we have a uniform bound for
and then for
since x/n ≤ 1 by assumption. The uniform bound of the last quantity remains obviously true if n ≤ 1 + x, since k = n − 1 in this case. Therefore, it is now sufficient to show the bound
or equivalently
Since |γ (n) j | 2 is a Beta variable of parameters 1 and β(n − j − 1)/2, we have
Now, it is straightforward to check that
for u ∈ R * + . Hence,
Adding this estimate for j between 0 and k − 1 gives a quadratric variation dominated, with an implicit constant depending only on β, by
If n ≤ 1 + x, then n − k = 1 and
These estimates imply the first part of the theorem Let us now show the second part, relative to the Sine β point process. We know that this point process is the scaling limit of the Circular β Ensemble. Hence, by Skorokhod's representation theorem, one can construct point processes L n , L, such that almost surely, the point measure corresponding to L n converges locally weakly to the measure corresponding to L, the distribution of L and L n being given as follows:
• The point process L n is obtained by taking all the determinations of the arguments of the n points of a Circular β Ensemble, multiplied by n.
• The point process L follows the Sine β distribution.
Let x > 0. Since L almost surely does not contains the points 0 and x, we have almost surely
and then
A consequence of the previous result is the fact that the points of a Circular Beta Ensemble are much more regularly spaced than those of a Poisson point process: 
and the similar bounds with L n replaced by L. Proof. It is sufficient to check the first estimate. We prove the result for L: the proof of L n is exactly the same since we have the same estimates for the variance of the number of points in an interval. For any p ≥ 1 and A > 0, one gets from the previous theorem:
with an implicit constant depending only on α and β. By summing in p, one deduces that with
for all p ≥ 1. In other words, the tail of the infimum B of the values A satisfying the previous bound is smaller than B −2 times a quantity depending only on α and β: in particular, B is stochastically dominated by a finite random variable whose distribution depends only on α and β. Now, for any x ≥ 0, let p be the integer part of 1 + x 2/3 : one has (p − 1) 3/2 ≤ x ≤ p 3/2 . Hence,
Now, it is immediate to check that x = p 3/2 + O((1 + x) 1/3 ) (with a universal implicit constant),
with implicit constants depending only on α. Similarly,
Hence, we are done, by taking C equal to 1 + B times a quantity depending only on α: C is stochastically dominated by a variable depending only on α and β.
Estimates for the Gaussian Beta Ensembles
It is known that after suitable scaling, the empirical distribution of the points of the Gaussian Beta Ensemble tends to the semi-circle distribution. The result below gives a L 2 bound on the fluctuations of the number of points in an interval, with respect to this limiting distribution:
be the number of points, between Λ 1 and Λ 2 , of a Gaussian β Ensemble with n points, and let N sc (Λ 1 , Λ 2 ) be n times the measure of (Λ 1 , Λ 2 )
under the semi-circle distribution on the interval [−2 √ n, 2 √ n]:
Then,
Proof. The theorem is much more difficult to prove than the previous estimates on the Circular β Ensemble.
In Trotter [Tro84] and Dumitriu and Edelman [DE02] are introduced some ensembles of tridiagonal real symmetric matrices, for which the distribution of the eigenvalues corresponds to the Gaussian β Ensemble.
The tridiagonal real symmetric random matrices (M p,q ) 1≤p,q≤n can be described as follows: the diagonal entries (M p,p ) 1≤p≤n are centered gaussian variables of variance 2/β, the entries just above the diagonal (M p,p+1 ) 1≤p≤n−1 are χ β(n−p) / √ β, χ m being a chi-distributed random variable with m degrees of freedom, all these entries being independent.
In [VV09] , the authors prove that after a suitable rescaling, the limiting distribution of the eigenvalues of this matrix ensemble tends to the Sine β point process.
The general method used in the article consists of the following: let Λ be an eigenvalue of a tridiagonal matrix whose distribution is given above, and (u ℓ ) 1≤ℓ≤n an eigenvector corrsponding to this eigenvalue. Solving the eigenvalue equation gives a three term recursion for the sequence (u ℓ ) 1≤ℓ≤n , which in turn implies that the ratio r ℓ = u ℓ+1 /u ℓ (considered as an element of the projective real line) satisfies a recursion of the form r ℓ+1 = r ℓ .R ℓ,Λ , where r ℓ .R ℓ,Λ denotes the image of r ℓ by a certain element R ℓ,Λ ∈ P SL 2 (R), of the form r → b − a/r, a, b ∈ R depending on Λ and on the entries of the matrix. This recursion can be followed for any Λ ∈ R: however, the boundary conditions are consistent only if Λ is an eigenvalue of the matrix. Indeed, although r ℓ is originally defined only for ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, one can extend this notation by considering that the entries u 0 and u n are equal to zero: this gives r 0 = ∞ and r n = 0. On the other hand, one can naturally define R ℓ,Λ also for ℓ = 0 and ℓ = n − 1 and then follow the recursion from r 0 to r n : Λ is then an eigenvalue if and only if this recursion is consistent with the boundary conditions r 0 = ∞, r n = 0, i.e.:
In [VV09] , the tridiagonal model described above is slightly modified by a conjugation with a suitably chosen diagonal matrix, which does not change the eigenvalues. The new model consists of a (non-Hermitian) tridiagonal matrix ( M p,q ) 1≤p,q≤n , for which:
• M p,p = X p−1 for all p ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
• M p+1,p = s p for all p ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}.
•
Here, s p = n − p − 1/2 for all p ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}, and (X p ) 0≤p≤n−1 , (Y p ) 0≤p≤n−2 are independent random variables for which:
and the same estimates for the moments of (Y p ) 0≤p≤n−2 .
The interest of this change of matrix model is the independence of the different rows, which implies the independence of the random maps (R ℓ,Λ ) 1≤ℓ≤n−1 .
Moreover, the maps R ℓ,Λ can be decomposed as
where for θ ∈ R, x ∈ P 1 (R),
and in particular, x.Q(π) = −1/x, where for a ∈ R * + , b ∈ R,
Note that the composition is performed from the left to the right (one applies Q(π), then A(1, Λ/s ℓ ) and then W ℓ ), and that all the randomness is contained in the factor W ℓ .
On the other hand, the projective line can be identified with the unit circle U, via the so-called
Cayley transform U, given by:
Hence, via a conjugation by the Cayley transform, for θ ∈ R, a ∈ R * + and b ∈ R, Q(θ) and A(a, b) can be identified with bijections of the unit circle instead of the projective line: moreover, one checks that Q(θ) corresponds to a rotation of angle θ. Similarly, R ℓ,Λ acts on the unit circle, and the image of z ∈ U will be denoted:
In this setting, Λ is an eigenvalue of M or M if and only if
Now, the unit circle can be lifted to the real line, by taking the argument: at each point z ∈ U, one associates all the values x ∈ R such that e ix = z, which gives a 2π-periodic subset of R. The applications Q(θ) and A(a, b) can then be defined as actions on the real line R, as follows: for all ϕ ∈ R, the image of ϕ by Q(θ) is ϕ * Q(θ) = ϕ + θ, and A(a, b) is the unique continuous and incrasing application on R such that
for all ϕ ∈ R, and π * A(a, b) = π: note that this last equality is possible since ∞.A(a, b) = ∞,
One can then define the map R ℓ,Λ by
for all x ∈ R: this map satisfies the equality:
One now sees that Λ is an eigenvalue if and only if
Using (1), we deduce that for any ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , n}, this condition is equivalent tô
Since R ℓ,Λ is an analytic and increasing function, and is also strictly increasing with respect to Λ, one deduces that for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n − 1,φ ℓ,Λ is analytic and strictly increasing with respect to Λ, and thatφ ⊙ ℓ,Λ is analytic and strictly decreasing in Λ. Moreover, one checks that for Λ going to −∞,φ ℓ,Λ tends to π andφ For any µ ≥ 0, following [VV09] , we introduce the following quantities:
and for all ℓ such that 0 ≤ ℓ < n 0 (µ),
When there is no ambiguity, we will write respectively n 0 and ρ ℓ : notice that |ρ ℓ | = 1. Then, we introduce a modification of the phaseφ ℓ,Λ , denoted ϕ ℓ,Λ,µ , in order to remove the fast variations ofφ ℓ,Λ , which come from the deterministic part Q(π)A(1, Λ/s ℓ ) of R ℓ,Λ . The precise definition of ϕ ℓ,Λ,µ is the following:
In [VV09] , the term 2π is missing: it is needed since
is a hyperbolic rotation of positive angle, and then this angle is the determination of the argument
The following result is proven in [VV09] (it does not need modification):
Proposition 9. One has ϕ 0,Λ,µ = π and for 0 ≤ ℓ < n 0 − 1:
where
and
Note that the definition of the angular shift ash is meaningful since the right-hand side does not depend on the determination of the argument of e ix and e iy .
Note that in [VV09] , the authors introduce the parameter
With this notation, we will show the following estimates:
, and |λ| ≤ 1 if n 0 ≤ n 5/6 , it is possible to choose an integer ℓ < n 0 such that the following holds:
Here, the implicit constant depends only on β.
Before proving this proposition, let us show that it implies the main theorem. We can assume 0 ≤ Λ 1 < Λ 2 : the case Λ 1 < Λ 2 ≤ 0 is equivalent by the symmetry of the distribution of the Beta Ensemble, and for Λ 1 < 0 < Λ 2 , one can split the interval into two pieces (Λ 1 , 0] and (0, Λ 2 ). Now, let us assume Λ 2 = ∞. Then, for µ = Λ 1 and ℓ satisfying Proposition 10, we get the following estimate, by applying Minkowski inequality to a big telescopic sum:
By Proposition 8, the first term is O(1). By the definition of ϕ ℓ,µ,µ and the fact that
does not change the argument by more than 2π, the second term is also O(1). Moreover, by Proposition 10, the third and the fourth terms are O(1), whereas the last term is O( log(2 + n 0 )).
which gives the theorem in the case Λ 2 = ∞.
Let us now suppose that Λ 2 < ∞ and Λ 2 − Λ 1 ≥ 1 2 √ n (n 0 (Λ 1 )) 1/10 . Subtracting the estimates obtained just above for the intervals (Λ 1 , ∞) and (Λ 2 , ∞) gives the following:
which proves the theorem also in this case.
The remaining case is when Moreover, we have the big telescopic sum:
Bounding the L 2 norm as in (6), we deduce, from all the estimates of Proposition 10, that
hence, it is sufficient to check that
One has the upper bound:
If n 0 ≤ n 5/6 , we have |λ| ≤ 1, and then 2πN sc (Λ 1 , Λ 2 ) = O(1), which gives the desired bound.
We can now suppose n 0 ≥ n 5/6 . If n ≥ 10 (the case n ≤ 9 of the theorem is trivial), one deduces
In other words, (Λ 1 / √ n, Λ 2 / √ n) is included in the support of the semicircle law. Using the in-
Since by assumption, n 0 ≥ n 5/6 , we deduce that If n ≥ 2 (which can be assumed) and n 0 = 1, then µ ≥ √ 4n − 6, and necessarily ℓ = 0. The left-hand side of (2) is empty: hence, it is sufficient to check
which is straightforward. If n 0 > 1, then n 0 = n − µ 2 /4 − (1/2) and
This quantity is decreasing in j. Hence,
Arg(ρ j ).
Since all the arguments here are O(1), (2) is equivalent to
Now, it is not difficult to check the equality:
Hence, (2) is satisfied if and only if
which is O(1) if and only if n 0 − ℓ = O(1 + µ 2/3 ). From now, we take ℓ equal to the positive part of the strict integer part of n 0 − µ 2/3 , which implies ℓ ≥ n 0 − 1 − µ 2/3 , and then guarantees (2).
Let us now show (3). If ℓ = 0, it is trivial, so we can assume that we are in the situation where ℓ ≥ 1. If for 0 ≤ r ≤ ℓ, F r denotes the σ-algebra generated by X 0 , . . . , X r−1 , Y 0 , . . . , Y r−1 , let us define for 0 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1:
and for 0 ≤ r ≤ ℓ,
By construction, (M r ) 0≤r≤ℓ is a martingale with respect the the filtration (F r ) 0≤r≤ℓ . One has M 0 = π and for 0 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1,
where k := n 0 − r. Here, the last estimate is obtained in [VV09] , Proposition 22 (equation between (69) and (70)). One deduces
Note that n 0 is not necessarily an integer: in this case, we use the convention In order to prove (3), it is then sufficient to show that
and in fact we will prove more:
It is proven in [VV09] , Proposition 22, that after correcting a sign error:
where for t := j/n 0 ,
,
It is now enough to prove:
One has:
, and then
Hence, we get:
which gives (9). In order to bound the oscillatory sum, one computes:
(µ 2 /4 + n 0 (1 − t)) 5/2 , which gives
Similarly, one gets, from |ρ(t)| = 1 and the estimate |ρ ′ (t)| = O(1/(1 − t)):
On the other hand, Now, letl := ℓ for µ ≤ 1, and letl be the positive part of the strict integer part of n 0 − µ 2 , for |µ| > 1. In any case,l ≤ ℓ. Moreover,
Now, since ℜ(ρ(j/n 0 )) and ℑ(ρ(j/n 0 )) are nonnegative, we have, by taking the argument in [0, π/2],
and since ρ 2 (j/n 0 ) = −e −2i(π/2−Arg(ρ(j/n 0 ))) ,
Now, ifl > 0 (otherwise the sum we study is empty), n 0 −l + 1 ≥ n 0 − (n 0 − µ 2 ) + 1 ≥ µ 2 , and
Hence, in order to prove (10), it is sufficient to show:
where ℓ ′ = 0 for d = 1, and ℓ ′ =l for d = 2. We know that ℓ ′ ≤ ℓ, and the result is obvious for ℓ ′ = ℓ (the sum is empty), so we can assume ℓ ′ ≤ ℓ − 1. From the definition ofl, we deduce that for d = 2, this assumption implies µ > 1 and ℓ ′ =l ≥ n 0 − µ 2 − 1.
Now, following the proof of Lemma 37 of [VV09]
, we use partial summation, in order to write,
and where the second sum is empty for ℓ ′ = ℓ − 1. Hence,
In order to prove (10), it is then sufficient to show that the expectations of |A d | 2 and |B d | 2 are dominated by n 2 0 . From the estimates above, we get |e d,j | = O(n 0 /k) where k := n 0 − j. Moreover, if
Since j ≤ ℓ − 2 ≤ n 0 − 2, we have 2(1− u) ≥ 1− t = 1− (j/n 0 ) for all u on the interval of integration.
The previous estimates on q, q ′ , v 0 , v ′ 0 give
The estimates in the proof of Lemma 37 of [VV09] give:
For d = 2, ℓ ′ =l, and then the modulus of A d is dominated by
Now, since we assume ℓ ≥ 1 and then ℓ ≤ n 0 −µ 2/3 , we have n 0 −ℓ+1 ≥ n 0 −(n 0 −µ 2/3 )+1 = 1+µ 2/3 , and then the first term is smaller than or equal to
Now, for d = 2, the assumptions we have made imply µ > 1, and n 0 −l ≤ µ 2 + 1: we deduce that the square of the first term of (12) is dominated by n 2 0 . In (12), let us now bound the part on the second term which does not involve ∆ϕ j . This sum is smaller than of equal to
For d = 2 we have assumed µ > 1 and n 0 −l ≤ 1 + µ 2 , and then we deduce a bound of order n 2 0 for the square of the part of (12) which does not involve ∆ϕ j .
In order to bound the term involving ∆ϕ j , we refer to results given in [VV09] . In this article, if we combine Proposition 18 (iii), equation (63), the estimate in Lemma 16 corresponding to d = 1, the estimates of v ℓ,λ and |v λ (t)| given by (65) (notice that λ = 0 here), and the estimate of the fourth moment of V ℓ given by (66), we deduce that
We deduce that for all j ∈ {ℓ ′ , . . . , ℓ − 2}, in the term of the sum in (12) which is indexed by j, the L 2 norm of the part depending on ∆ϕ j is dominated by the part which does not depend on ∆ϕ j . Hence, the L 2 norm of the sum is dominated by its part not depending on ∆ϕ j , and then the expectation of |A d | 2 is dominated by n 2 0 . Let us now bound the expectation of |B d | 2 . This expectation is dominated by
where we recall that
Inside the square in the second term, we have a sum of martingale increments. Hence, the second term is equal to
Now, the second moment of M j+1 − M j is dominated by 1/k, e d,j is dominated by n 0 /k: hence, using the previous bound on F d,j , the expression just above is dominated by
and then by n 2 0 µ 2
From n 0 − ℓ + 1 ≥ 1 + µ 2/3 , we deduce that the two first terms are dominated by n 2 0 . If d = 2, we have assumed µ > 1 and then n 0 − ℓ ′ ≤ 1 + µ 2 , which again dominates the corresponding term by n 2 0 . In order to get a satisfactory L 2 bound for B d , it then remains to show
, which implies that the sum inside the square is dominated by
then by n 0 µ
which is dominated by n 0 . Hence
which completes the proof of (10), and then the proof of (3).
Let us now show (4). If ℓ = 0, we have ϕ ℓ,Λ,µ − ϕ ℓ,µ,µ = O(1). Moreover, n 0 ≤ 1 + µ 2/3 and then, for µ ≤ 10 √ n, n 0 ≤ n 5/6 if n is large enough, which implies |λ| ≤ 1, and for µ > 10 √ n, n 0 = 1 and then |λ| ≤ n 1/10 0 = 1. Hence, we have (4) in this case. From now, we can then assume ℓ ≥ 1. We define ℓ * ≥ 1 as the infimum of ℓ and of the integer part of 1 + n 0 1 − 1 (1+|λ|) 2 . Let us denote, for 0 ≤ r ≤ ℓ − 1:
The sequence (N r ) 0≤r≤ℓ is a martingale with respect to (F r ) 0≤r≤ℓ . One has N 0 = O(1) and for 
In order to prove (4), it is then sufficient to show that
Let us sketch the proof of (15), which is implied by
where ∆ϕ j,λ := ϕ j+1,Λ,µ − ϕ j,Λ,µ . The estimate (17) is the same as (7), except that ℓ is replaced by ℓ * , i.e. there are less terms in the sum. One then checks that the proof of (7) still works here if we replace ℓ,l, ℓ ′ by their infimums ℓ * ,l * , (ℓ * ) ′ with ℓ * .
For the second estimate (18), the proof should be modified in order to take into account the nonzero value of λ. From Proposition 22 of [VV09] , we have
where osc 1,j is defined similarly as the corresponding term in (8), except that the function v 0 is replaced by
). Notice that b 0 has not to be changed because of the compensatory term −λ/(2 (n 0 − j)n 0 ). We can then prove (18) in a similar way as (7), except that we should inject the estimates of v λ and v ′ λ instead of v 0 and v ′ 0 , and that we should replace ϕ j,µ,µ by ϕ j,Λ,µ and ∆ϕ j by ∆ϕ j,λ . Since
). This extra term multiplies all the esimates of the sums involving e 1,j by 1 + |λ| k/n 0 (recall that k = n 0 − j). Hence, the proof of (7) works without change if |λ| ≤ 1. If |λ| > 1, we necessarily have n 0 > n 5/6 by assumption, 
where we can assume that (ℓ * ) ′ ≤ ℓ * − 1 (otherwise the sum similar to (11) we have to bound is empty), which implies that (ℓ * ) ′ = ℓ ′ , and thenl * =l for d = 2. We deduce that we can remove the stars in the previous estimate, without decreasing it.
If we do that, since we assume ℓ ≥ 1 and then ℓ ≤ n 0 − µ 2/3 , we have n 0 − ℓ + 1 ≥ n 0 − (n 0 − µ 2/3 ) + 1 = 1 + µ 2/3 , and then the first term is smaller than or equal to n 3/5 0
Now, for d = 2, the assumptions we have made imply µ > 1, and n 0 −l ≤ µ 2 + 1, moreover µ is dominated by n 3/5 0 . We deduce that the first term of (19) is dominated by n 4/5 0 , which is enough for our purpose.
In (19), let us now bound the part of the second term which does not involve ∆ϕ j,λ . This sum is smaller than of equal to
For d = 2 we have assumed µ > 1 and n 0 −l ≤ 1 + µ 2 , and then we deduce again a bound of order
for the part of (19) which does not involve ∆ϕ j,λ . Moreover, we have
which implies that the part of (19) depending on ∆ϕ j,λ is dominated in L 2 by the part not depending on ∆ϕ j,λ .
It remains to check the L 2 bound for the quantity similar to B d . We have seen that Proposition , which gives an extra sum:
This sum is domiated by
From n 0 − ℓ + 1 ≥ 1 + µ 2/3 , we deduce that the two first terms are dominated by n 
which is dominated by
and then by n 3/5 0 , which is sufficient for our purpose. We have then proven (15): it remains to prove (16) in order to complete the proof of (4).
For a ≥ 1 and b − a ≥ 0 integer, we have
Multiplying by λ/ √ n 0 gives
If |λ| ≤ 1, this gives a bound O(1). Otherwise, we have n 0 > n 5/6 by assumption, and then 
Of course we can assume that ℓ * < ℓ. We now assume λ ≥ 0, the case λ ≤ 0 is similar by changing the suitable signs. Using (68) in [VV09] , Proposition 22 (the first part), we get, for
(recall that t = j/n 0 and then 1 − t = k/n 0 ). We deduce:
Hence, for ℓ * ≤ ℓ 1 < ℓ 2 ≤ ℓ − 1,
for t = j/n 0 . Because of the choice of ℓ * , the maximal possible value of k is at most n 0 /(1 + |λ|) 2 , which implies that the sum in the last O is dominated by 1, unifomly in ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 :
Now, we have the bound:
Moreover,
We know that
As we have seen before, the estimates in Proposition 22 of [VV09] hold uniformly in |λ| ≤ n 1/10 0 except for the end of (68), for which O(1/k) should be replaced by O(1/k + |λ|/ √ kn 0 ). We deduce, by using this estimate and the equation between (69) and (70) for the second moment:
From the previous estimates on the functions v 0 , q and their derivatives, we deduce:
Using Lemma 37 of [VV09] , we deduce
. Now, since we assume ℓ ≥ 1, we have ℓ < n 0 − µ 2/3 , and then
The two first terms of the estimate above are bounded, and also the third since we assume λ ≤ n Then,
We have, for |g 2,j | and |g 2,j+1 −g 2,j |, the same estimates as for |g 1,j | and |g 1,j+1 −g 1,j |, proven exactly in the same way. We have previously definedl as ℓ if µ ≤ 1, and as the positive part of the strict integer part of n 0 −µ 2 if µ > 1. If we apply Lemma 37 of [VV09] to the sum ℓ 1 ∨l≤j≤ℓ 2 −1 ℜ(g 2,j η 2 j ), we obtain a similar estimate as we obtained for the same sum with g 2,j replaced by g 1,j . Indeed, if the sum is non-empty, necessarilyl < ℓ, which implies µ > 1 andl ≥ n 0 − µ 2 − 1, and then the highest possible value k max of k involved in the sum is at most µ 2 + 1 < 2µ 2 , which implies that in the estimates of Lemma 37 of [VV09] , µ −1 k 1/2 max = O(1), i.e. the second estimate of the lemma is domiated by the first one. Hence,
Now, ifl > 0, n 0 −l + 1 ≥ n 0 − (n 0 − µ 2 ) + 1 ≥ µ 2 , and theñ
Adding all the estimates we have obtained on the previous sums involving real parts, we deduce
as soon as ℓ * ≤ ℓ 1 < ℓ 2 ≤ ℓ − 1. Since the phases ϕ vary by O(1) at each step, we can relax the assmption to ℓ * ≤ ℓ 1 ≤ ℓ 2 ≤ ℓ. By Proposition 19 of [VV09] , the integer part of R j /2π = (ϕ j,Λ,µ − ϕ j,µ,µ )/2π is nondecrasing in j, which implies that R j 2 ≥ R j 1 − 2π as soon as j 2 ≥ j 1 . Let
A be a strictly positive integer. For ℓ * ≤ ℓ 1 < ℓ,
The variable R ℓ − R ℓ 1 + 2π is non-negative, so by Markov inequality,
Now, let (T k ) k≥1 be the increasing sequence of indices defined as follows: T 0 = ℓ * , and for all k ≥ 1,
which, by induction, implies that P[T k < ∞] ≤ 2 −k . On the other hand, let us observe that each increment of R j is the sum of two angular shifts, and then it is at most 4π. If k ≥ 1 and T k < ∞,
by the minimal property of T k , and then
which by induction, implies
Now, if K is the first index such that T K = ∞, we have T K−1 ≤ ℓ < T K , and then
We deduce
since A = O(1) and the series in k is convergent. This proves (20), and then finishes the proof of (4).
Let us now prove (5). By looking carefully at the definition ofφ ⊙ ℓ,µ , one sees that it is dominated by 1 plus the number of eigenvalues of the bottom-right (n − ℓ) × (n − ℓ) minor of the matrix M which are smaller than or equal to µ. Now, the spectrum of this minor has the same law as the initial β-ensemble, except that the dimension is n ′ = n − ℓ instead of n. Now,
If we assume |µ| ≤ 2 √ n ′ , we deduce
Since µ is assumed to be non-positive, on checks that (5) is proven, provided that we show the following result: for all fixed A > 0, the number of eigenvalues of M , or equivalently, of M , which are smaller than or equal to −2 √ n + An −1/6 , is bounded in L 2 independently of n. It is then equivalent to bound the number of eigenvalues which are larger than or equal to 2 √ n − An −1/6 .
From classical results on the distribution of the largest zeros of the Hermite polynomial of degree n, which are, with a suitable normalization, the eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix H, given by H p,p+1 = √ n − p for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1, all the other entries on and above the diagonal being equal to zero, we deduce that it is sufficient to show the following inequality (meaning that the difference of the two sides is a positive Hermitian matrix):
We deduce that (21) is proven if we check that for 1 ≤ p ≤ n,
for C 4 bounded in L 3 . Now,
We then get, for ℓm(n) ≤ k ≤ (ℓ + 1)m(n),
and then for ℓm(n) + 1 ≤ k ≤ (ℓ + 1)m(n), By using Doob's inequality, we deduce, for q > 1,
Now, the expectation of a χ variable satisfies, by log-convexity of the Gamma function:
and then |E[h p ]| ≪ β (n − p) −1/2 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1. We deduce that δ ℓ,n is dominated by the sum of m(n) consecutive inverse square roots of integers, and then . Now, for all u > 0, Since for p ≤ n/2, 1 100 ( √ n − p + n − p + 1) ≤ 1 100 ( √ n − p + (n − p)(1 + (2/n))) ≤ 1 + √ 3 100
√ n − p we deduce, 1≤p≤n−1h
(50 2/n)(b for C 8 bounded in L 3 .
As in the proof of (21), we get, for ℓm(n) ≤ k ≤ (ℓ + 1)m(n), for C 9 and C 10 bounded in L 6 . This last estimate is proven exactly in the same way as in the proof of (21), by using the esimate
